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Oliver Twist, or The Parish Boy's Progress, is the second novel by Charles Dickens, and was first published
as a serial 1837–9. The story is of the orphan Oliver Twist, who starts his life in a workhouse and is then
apprenticed with an undertaker. He escapes from there and travels to London where he meets the Artful
Dodger, a member of a gang of juvenile pickpockets, which is led by the elderly criminal Fagin. Oliver Twist
is notable for Dickens's unromantic portrayal of criminals and their sordid lives, as well as exposing the cruel
treatment of the many orphans in London in the mid–nineteenth century. The alternate title, The Parish Boy's
Progress, alludes to Bunyan's The Pilgrim's Progress, as well as the 18th-century caricature series by William
Hogarth, A Rake's Progress and A Harlot's Progress. An early example of the social novel, Dickens satirizes
the hypocrisies of his time, including child labour, the recruitment of children as criminals, and the presence
of street children. The novel may have been inspired by the story of Robert Blincoe, an orphan whose
account of working as a child labourer in a cotton mill was widely read in the 1830s. It is likely that
Dickens's own youthful experiences contributed as well. Oliver Twist has been the subject of numerous
adaptations, for various media, including a highly successful musical play, Oliver!, and the multiple
Academy Award winning 1968 motion picture.
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From reader reviews:

James Ellis:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be update about what going on or info even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era that is certainly always change and progress. Some of you
maybe can update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to
you actually is you don't know which one you should start with. This Oliver Twist is our recommendation so
you keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Paul Green:

Nowadays reading books are more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading routine give you
lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the
book that will improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of reserve
you read, if you want attract knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want experience
happy read one together with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. The actual Oliver Twist is
kind of guide which is giving the reader erratic experience.

Lena Garcia:

This book untitled Oliver Twist to be one of several books this best seller in this year, this is because when
you read this reserve you can get a lot of benefit into it. You will easily to buy this book in the book retail
outlet or you can order it through online. The publisher on this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quicker to read this book, as you can read this book in your Smartphone. So there is no reason to you
personally to past this guide from your list.

Bernice Martinez:

Book is one of source of knowledge. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen need book to know the up-date information of year to be able to year. As we know
those ebooks have many advantages. Beside all of us add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the
world. From the book Oliver Twist we can consider more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To get
creative person must want to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that appropriate with your aim.
Don't end up being doubt to change your life at this time book Oliver Twist. You can more desirable than
now.
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